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Abstract – Due to the stochastic nature of wind and clouds,
the integration of wind and PV generation in the power
system poses serious challenges to the long-term planning of
transmission systems. Grid reinforcements always involve
relevant direct costs while the average load factor of the wind
and solar PV dedicated transmission lines is usually low.
Additionally, in very windy sites, the same high wind
resource that produces large amounts of wind generation and
may congest the transmission lines transporting it to distant
consumption centres may also have a beneficial effect in
increasing the transmission capacity of those lines. In fact, the
occurrence of wind not only contributes to the loading of the
connecting line, but also increases the line capacity, via the
convective cooling of the cables - one of the main heat
transfer mechanisms in conductor heat balance; in other
words, higher winds speeds contribute to faster cooling of
conductor and therefore higher conductor’s capacity
potential. In this paper the existing methodologies to
characterize those thermal effects in electrical cables - usually
referred as dynamic line rating (DLR) - are applied to several
IEA Task 25 countries case studies to characterize the
technical value of the dynamic operation of thermally
congested lines, as well as its potential economic benefits.

Keywords - Wind power integration, DLR, VRE,
Cable thermal balance, smart grids.
1. INTRODUCTION
Electric grid capacity is a very scarce “product” whereas
the construction of supporting transmission and
distribution network is highly time and resource
consuming. The purpose of using the “in real-time
methodology” usually referred as dynamic line rating
(DLR) is to enable power system operations with higher
thermal ratings than the ones specified by nominal
conditions without compromising the physical operating
limits of overhead lines on existing transmission and
distribution networks.
The use of DLR in conjunction with the integration of
variable renewable energies (VRE) mainly wind and PV
systems, is especially relevant due to the lower capacity
factor (and high investments) associated with the
transmission lines serving these renewable power plants.

DLR provides the possibility of using “hidden” capacity
of existing transmission lines to accommodate additional
wind (PV or other VRE) power generation.
The physical and operational limits of electrical lines
hinge on two main criteria: maximum conductor
temperature, and minimum distance above ground – or
clearance. Using a dynamic line rating (DLR) approach
one may compute a realistic set of values for the line
capacity, thus it can be used as a cost-effective solution
to alleviate line congestion problems and achieve both an
optimal loading of the grid for different weather
conditions, while minimizing the cost of new VRE
connection to the grid.
A few operational DLR analysis systems were recently
developed and applied by research and academic
organizations - e.g. LNEG [1], [2]; KTH [3], [4] and
INL [5], [6], among others - all based on CIGRE and/or
IEEE methods for thermal rating calculation of overhead
lines [7]–[9]. Some of the tools also associate the DLR
analysis to the calculation of an optimized power flow
with variable renewable generation, e.g. [2], while others
are focused on reliability aspects and risk analysis of the
electrical network [10]. Presently, a common objective of
these R&D groups is the analysis of the benefits of DLR
use and the identification of risks and constraints.
The present paper compares static line ratings (SLR) and
Dynamic Line Ratings (DLR) results, demonstrates the
value of using DLR at the planning phase of new
transmission lines (in areas with high wind probability)
and implements DLR operational real time tools with
wind forecast systems. It allows to assess the lines’ added
ampacity available (or not) given the meteorological
conditions present, and to estimate the lines capacity
values, thus showing the value added by using a DLR
approach when operating transmission lines in different
regions.
This work presents the DLR case studies for four IEA
Task 25 countries: Portugal, Sweden, Germany and
United States, makes a brief description of the
methodologies and approaches used, mostly previously
published. The case studies addressed demonstrate the
potential of DLR on different scales and highlight the
precautions when using it.

Section 2 pressents the DLR
R methodolog
gies used byy the
diifferent R&D
D groups andd Section 3 provides a bbrief
deescription of tthe selected case
c
studies. Section
S
4 pressents
th
he results obttained, that are
a discussed and analysedd in
deetail in sectionn 5. Some finnal remarks are provided onn the
ap
pplicability annd value of DL
LR in Section
n 6.

2. THE DLR METHODOLLOGY
TSOs
T
commonnly use numeriical models to
o assess the caables
“ssteady-state” tthermal equilibrium for a predetermined
p
d set
off local extrem
me meteorologgical conditio
ons, which deefine
th
he maximum ampacity of the overhead
d power liness. In
reecent years a sset of measureed or forecasteed meteorologgical
co
onditions have been used innstead, to obttain more reallistic
“iin-time” valuues for the cable’s ampaacity[1]–[6]. The
in
nclusion of tthe cables thhermal inertiaa in the therrmal
an
nalysis approaach imposes a dynamical th
hermal balancee.
That
T
approachh lead to the
t
developm
ment of detaailed
nu
umerical therm
mal models suuch as the IEEE Std 738-22012
[7
7] and CIGR
RÉ [8] simillar approachees, comparedd by
Arroyo
A
et al inn [9]. The DL
LR physical models
m
used inn the
IE
EA Task 25 countries andd presented in
i this paper are
an
nalogous andd based in those two main standdard
methodologica
m
al approaches.
For Portugal, LNEG built and applied a DLR anallysis
[1], [2] ussing GICRÉ’s model, llater
methodology
m
in
ntegrated withh an optimal power
p
flow (O
OPF) model uusing
an
n ArgGIS inteerface for gridd layout and geo-referencin
g
ng of
th
he lines. Weeather input uses historicc and forecaasted
meteorological
m
l series (wind//solar) from mesoscale
m
moodels
co
oupled with ddata mining appproaches [11]].
The
T method ussed by the Idaaho National Laboratory
L
(IN
INL)
to
o study the dyynamic line raating calculatiion in the Un
nited
States
S
case stuudies requires the couplin
ng of historiccally
co
ollected weathher data with a computation
nal fluid dynaamic
(C
CFD) model. To calculatee the wind field
f
in the C
CFD
model,
m
the steaady-state Reynnolds-Averag
ged Navier-Stookes
(R
RANS) approoach is used for the largee scale turbuulent
modeling.
m
Thiss approach alllows for a model
m
that cann be
ru
un on a worksstation compuuter. The softw
ware used forr the
weather
w
modelling, WindSim
m, allows for easy couplingg of
line
th
he weather sstation locatioons to the transmission
t
lo
ocations for ccalculating thee wind speed. The use of this
CFD
C
software hhas been validdated in several past studiess for
wind
w
flows [5], [6], [12], [133] .
The
T use of CF
FD in DLR calculations
c
has
h several m
major
ad
dvantages. Thhe first is thaat the CFD can
c be calibrrated
ag
gainst knownn weather daata using thee assumptionn of
siimilarity of boundary layyer flow forr accuracy. The
in
nterpolation oof the CFD wind speedss allows for the
caalculation of a wind speeed at specific locations off the
trransmission liines with onlyy sparsely po
opulated locattions
fo
or weather datta collection. This allows for
f accountingg for
sllow wind speeeds occurring due to terrrain effects aaway
frrom the weathher station locations, whicch in turn givves a
more
m
conservaative estimate of the total DLR calculaation
fo
or the line. With a cooupled CFD-weather staation
ap
pproach, no ooutage of the line is needeed for installaation
deevices, such aas direct technniques using teemperature orr sag
measurements.
m
The adaptabbility of the method
m
allowss for
th
he use of weatther data from
m any input – which allowss for
hiistorical analyysis as done here, but also allows forr an

nalysis to be done by imp
mporting foreccasted data seets
an
in
nstead. If direcct measuremennt devices aree still wanted by
b
th
he utility, CF
FD can be used to id
dentify limitinng
traansmission lin
ne midpoints ffor its installation.
Fo
or Germany, in
i the case stuudy build by Fraunhofer
F
IE
EE,
th
he conversion of weather daata to ampaciity is also based
on
n the CIGRÉ approach.
a
It w
was expanded by using the air
a
prressure and th
he humidity ass further inpu
uts to determine
is
th
he thermal co
ooling. For SSweden, the methodology
m
prresented in dettail in [3], [4] .

3.. FOUR IEA TASK 25 DL
LR CASE ST
TUDIES
3..1 Portugal
Th
he case study
y for the DLR
R analysis too
ol uses real daata
fo
or a Portuguese central aand interior region (Pinhhal
In
nterior) where a large renew
wable capacity
y is installed annd
op
perating. Pinh
hal Interior hhas 45 wind
d power plannts
to
otalling 1480 MW and 144 hydroelectriic power plannts
with
w 1060 MW
W of nominal ccapacity. Thee location of the
t
reenewable pow
wer plants andd the grid layo
out is generallly
deepicted in Fig. 1. The charaacteristic paraameters used for
f
th
he overhead power transmiission lines arre published by
b
th
he Portuguesee TSO alonng with real georeferenced
data used forr the static ratting (irradiancce,
meteorological
m
temperature and
d wind velociity), calculated for Decembber
23
3, 2009 at 1:00 p.m. The D
DLR scenario constructed annd
prresented in th
his paper intrroduces a strong rise in the
t
lo
oads located region souuthern to Pinhal
P
Interiior
(A
Alentejo) duee to its enviisaged generaal developmeent
th
hrough wind and
a PV distribbuted generattion, along wiith
th
he rise on the energy expoorted to Spain
n. To obtain the
t
ad
dditional wind
d power geneeration, the wind
w
speed daata
fo
or 80 m a.g.l. were obtainedd using mesoscale numericcal
models
m
for each
h wind park in the region. Then, based on
o
th
he number of wind turbiines of each park and the
t
manufacturer
m
guaranteed
g
poower curve, the wind pow
wer
fo
or each hour was
w computed and the ampaacity of the linnes
caalculated accordingly.

Fig.
F 1 DLR casee study: transm
mission grid and
d power plants inn
the region
r
of Pinhaal Interior, Portu
ugal.

3..2 Sweden
Climate
C
in Sw
weden has advvantages for DLR
D
applicattion,
sp
pecifically inn wind energgy field, due to low ambbient
teemperatures annd high wind probability [3
3], [4], [10].
While
W
a lot off research wass done on thee developmennt of
in
ndirect/numeriical DLR appplications methods,
m
Sweedish
DSO
D
E.On haas positive exxperience in using
u
both diirect
measuring
m
deviices and indirrect methods for
f DLR systeems.
In
n Sweden, E
E.ON has ovver 4 years of
o experiencee in
co
onnecting wiind parks too the grid by using D
DLR
monitoring
m
devvices.
The
T installationn (and case study)
s
in Sweeden is locateed at
th
he island Ölannd at the east coast in south
hern Sweden. The
caase was to insstall 50 MW of
o wind poweer on the northhern
paart of the islland. The connnection to th
he mainland was
made
m
by two 50 kV transmisssion lines.
Calculations
C
shhowed that thee grid had cap
pacity for 30 M
MW
att its maximuum with staatic temperatu
ure ratings. The
so
olution was too install a DL
LR operation
nal system andd to
measure
m
the tem
mperature on the overhead lines as well as a
co
ontrol system
m that could curtail the wind
w
farm w
when
ov
verriding 50 °°C. The overhhead lines aree located closse to
th
he shore so the wind effect was very
v
good. The
caalculations shhowed that thhe wind farm
m should nott be
cu
urtailed moree than 8 h perr year. Two different
d
typees of
DLR
D
equipmennt were tested in three differrent places.
The
T DLR systtem is integraated in the neetwork protecction
sy
ystem on the island and allso integrated
d in the SCAD
DAsy
ystem (see F
Fig. 2 and 3)). The signalss from the D
DLR
co
ontrol the wiind farm in normal
n
condiitions and duuring
faaults and hazzardous eventts the relay protection
p
sysstem
will
w take over.

Fig. 2 - T
The DLR installlation on Öland
d in Sweden.

Fig. 3 - DLR iintegration withh the SCADA system (Swedenn).

3..3 Germany
Fo
or the case stu
udy in Germanny two differeent transmissioon
lin
nes are investtigated. One iis comparably
y long and gooes
th
hrough mainly
y complex terrrain. The otheer is a short line
sittuated in alm
most flat terrrain. They were
w
picked to
id
dentify if the DLR methodd developed shows
s
a beneefit
un
nder differentt general set-uups. Three sccenarios will be
co
ompared in the results. Firsst, the nominal capacity usinng
a SLR approacch is shown. Second, the mean ampaciity
ussing DLR at all
a times is caalculated. And
d third the mean
am
mpacity using DLR in winddy times, i.e. of
o all time steeps
th
he 20 % with the highest winnd speeds, is derived.
d
Fiive years of high
h
resolutionn reanalysis data
d (REA6 annd
RE
EA2, [14]) arre used withiin this study as well as foour
yeears of satellitte data for the
he irradiance. To increase the
t
ho
orizontal reso
olution of 6 and 2 km, reespectively, the
t
German
G
Windaatlas [15] withh a resolution
n of 200 m was
w
taaken to adapt the
t statistical behaviour off the wind speed
to
o local effectss. To calculatte the ampaciity, the weathher
daata was interpolated for each of the sags of the
t
traansmission lin
nes.
Th
he maximum ampacity waas limited in a way that the
t
co
onductor temp
perature had tto be always below
b
80°C for
f
seecurity reason
ns. At each tim
me step the liimiting sag was
w
piicked. The sag
gs with the m
most limiting times
t
within the
t
fiv
ve investigateed years were defined as “h
hot-spots”. Thhis
ou
utcome was combined
c
witth GIS-data to
t finally seleect
th
he masts wherre meteorologgical measurem
ment equipmeent
sh
hould be instaalled. As the ccurrent weath
her is monitorred
in
n operations only
o
for somee points of th
he transmissioon
lin
nes buffer vallues are necesssary to keep security leveels.
Th
he final possib
ble ampacity iis obtained by
y calculating the
t
maximum
m
possible ampacityy and subtractiing the buffer..
3..4 United Stattes
Th
he area studiied in Northh America is Hells Canyoon
which
w
is a com
mplex terrainn in the state of Idaho. The
caanyon is the deepest
d
river ggorge in North America wiith
terrain variation
ns from 1600 meters above the river on the
t
west
w rim to 230
00 meters on th
the east side. This
T region is of
in
nterest due a number
n
of hyd
ydroelectric daams in the areea.
Congestion of the power ouut of the regio
on is of conceern
du
ue to the posssibility of the high mountaiins blocking the
t
wind
w
and preveenting convecctive cooling currents on the
t
traansmission lin
nes. The dataa here is anaalyzed over a 1
yeear period off data collectiion from 5 weather
w
statioons
pllaced along the transmissionn line.
Th
he exact regiion of interesst in this stu
udy is sized 30
3
kiilometers east-west and 60 kilometers north-south.
n
The
map
m of this teerrain is shoown in Fig 4,
4 for both the
t
ro
oughness layer and the elevation layer with the
t
traansmission lin
ne structures shown. The roughness
r
layyer
is scaled from 0 to 1 to moodel subgrid effects such as
sh
hrubs, trees an
nd buildings, this roughnesss value is used
in
n the boundarry condition in the CFD model. Whiite
reegions represeent smooth arreas – river or
o plains, whiile
reed regions rep
present densee vegetation or forests. The
terrain layer sh
hown next to iit highlights the
t steepness of
th
he terrain witthin this smaall section vaarying form the
t
peeaks to the riv
ver level. Thee terrain is im
mplemented innto
th
he CFD simullations using the digital elevation
e
moddel
(D
DEM) data att a horizontall spatial resollution of 30 m.
m
Th
he DEM data was converteed from lat-lo
ong into a UT
TM

11 projection. There are 160 structure lo
ocations alongg the
leength of the transmissionn line. The transmission
line
t
sttructures are ddivided into 5 different linee segments forr the
saake of this stuudy, these seggments are ciircled in the m
map
an
nd correspondd to the nearesst weather stattion locations..

co
ompared to thee DLR ones. Meanwhile, the developmeent
peerspectives off the Southernn region of Allentejo will riisk
th
he load deman
nd at Falagueeira’s bus. A contribution
c
f
for
th
he additional power generration may be
b supplied by
b
up
pgrading the th
hree wind farm
ms connected
d to Corgas froom
16
6, 144 and 8 MW to 36, 1 44 and 80MW
W, respectivelly.
Th
hat power increase brings tthe 150kV Co
orgas-Falagueiira
lin
ne close to th
he TSOs rateed congestion
n as showed in
fig
gure 5 below.

a)

b)

Fiig. 4 – Hells Caanyon a) terrainn layer map, and
d;
b)) roughness layyer map.

4. RESULTS O
OF DLR APP
PLICATION TO
T
POTENTIA
ALLY CONGE
ESTED LINES

4..1 Portugal
The
T Portuguesse case studyy was design
ned to study and
an
nalyze the bennefits of usingg a DLR apprroach in scenaarios
where
w
a strongg increase inn the load’s factor
f
occurs and
ev
ventually appproaches the network’s
n
con
ngestion in soome
reegional lines. The region under
u
study is characterizedd by
th
he existence oof a large num
mber of hydro power plants and
many
m
other distributed reneewable powerr plants - maainly
wind
w
for the ttime being, buut the plannin
ng for future PV
pllants is underw
way (at the liccensing stage)).
The
T study com
mputes the network’s
n
optiimal power fflow
using a static rrate approachh to assess the lines capaccities
(T
TSO’s nominnal operation values) and
d the results are

Fiig. 5 – Line ampacity resul
ults for a SLR
R versus a DL
LR
ap
pproach (worst-case scenario: D
December 23, 2009
2
at 5 p.m.)..

Th
he figures ab
bove show tthat DLR an
nalysis presennts
hiigher ampaciity values nnot only forr the CorgaasFaalagueira linee but also aalong the lin
nes connectinng
Faalagueira to Chafariz
C
due too a power flow
w redistributioon,
grranting a saffe operation under the new
n
conditioons
im
mposed.

4..2 Sweden
For the Swedissh experimenttal case study
y, after 4 yearrs of
DLR
D
applicatiion there was no curtailm
ment due to line
am
mpacity issuees. The curtailment due to maintenance has
beeen less hourss than expecteed.
The
T DLR monnitoring devices are installeed in 3 locatiions.
In
n Figures 6-9 the DLR application for th
he period betw
ween
28th of March aand 12th of May
M of 2014 arre presented ffor 2
lo
ocations with ttwo different points for eacch location.

As
A it can be ob
bserved in thee Figures 6-9
9, even for lonng
peeriods of timee the load dooes not exceed the measurred
am
mpacity valuee. However, in 2018 Swed
den experienced
th
he warmest su
ummer in its hhistory. The extreme
e
weathher
co
onditions havee resulted in several dang
gerous spikes in
th
he dynamic load. A few tim
mes during the period Mayy –
Seeptember 2018 the load disstribution has crossed the reeal
am
mpacity limit.
4..3 Germany
Th
he use of DLR
R for the Gerrman case stu
udy is illustratted
in
n Fig. 10. Forr both transm
mission lines under
u
study the
t
mean
m
ampacity
y over all tiimes increasees substantiallly
ussing DLR: forr the long onne in complex
x terrain (A) by
b
more
m
than 20 % and for thee short one in flat terrain (B
B)
by
y almost 40
0 %. Duringg windy tim
mes when the
t
peenetration of wind
w
power innto the system
m is high, it risses
ev
ven more to 145
1 % (A) annd 156 % (B) of the nominnal
am
mpacity, respeectively.

Fig. 6 – Locattion 1, connectiion point A – DLR
D and real linne
ampacityy for the periodd 23.03.2014 – 12.05.2014

Fiig. 7 – Locationn 1, connection point B – DLR
R and real line
am
mpacity for the period 23.03.22014 – 12.05.20
014
Fiig. 10: Ampaciities relative too the nominal conditios (SL
LR)
ussing DLR at all times and in w
windy times for two transmissiion
lin
nes. A) Long transmission
t
linne in complex terrain, B) shoort
on
ne in almost flatt terrain.

D and real linne
Fig. 8 – Locattion 2, connectiion point A – DLR
ampacityy for the periodd 23.03.2014 – 12.05.2014

Fig. 9 – Locattion 2, connectiion point B – DLR
D and real linne
ampacityy for the periodd 23.03.2014 – 12.05.2014

4..4 United Stattes
Th
he weather daata used to runn DLR simulattions and obtaain
th
he results forr Hells Cany
nyon case stu
udy [16] weere
co
ollected over a year-long sppan.
A minimum off the 5 ampac
acities at each
h time step was
w
pllotted over the yearlong sppan - this is shown in Figuure
11
1. For the vaast majority oof the year, the
t calculatioons
sh
how the DLR
R ratings are ssignificantly higher than the
t
static rating, rep
presented by tthe dotted linee, with any caase
beelow static occcurring duringg brief periods in the summ
mer
months.
m
Th
he ampacity data
d for each liine segment is considered for
f
th
he amount of time over the sstatic ampacitty, this is show
wn
in
n Figure 12. There the solid lines are the DL
LR
caalculations coupled with thhe CFD wind
d fields, and the
t
do
otted lines arre the DLR calculations using only the
t
weather
w
data. Without
W
conssidered the slow wind fiellds
du
ue to terrain effects in the rregion, DLR ampacity
a
can be
sig
gnificantly ov
verpredicted w
without CFD results.
r

hese results illustrate thee possibility of integratinng
Th
ad
dditional (an
nd aggregateed) VRE generation
g
thhat
ty
ypically presen
nt low load fa
factors of the interconnectioon
lin
nes, while avo
oiding a local grid upgrade.
Th
he ampacity results for 4 m
major transmission lines of the
t
caase study’s regions
r
are presented in
n Table II for
f
diifferent local wind
w speed coonditions.
Table
T
II. STR vss DLR ampacityy for 4 selected
d lines

Fiig. 11 – DLR am
mpacity over thhe yearlong dataa collection.

Figure 12 – DLR calculatioon over static with
w and withoutt
cconsideration off CFD wind fieelds.

5. DISCUSSIO
ON AND ANA
ALYSIS OF RESULTS
Portugal:
P
Given the high penetration
p
ratte of wind poower
in
n the Portuguuese case studdy, the use of DLR allow
ws to
taake advantagee of the high coorrelation betw
ween wind poower
prroduction andd the maximum
m convective cooling effecct of
th
he lines underr high wind speeds.
s
That approach
a
rosee the
am
mpacity of thhe 150kV Corgas-Falagueirra interconnecction
by
y 47% for thee worst possiible conditions allowing a safe
op
peration of thaat line far from
m potential co
ongestion.
Fig. 13 depictss the ampacityy increase on the critical seector
(m
maximum sagg) of Corgass-Falagueira line
l
showing the
hiigh correlatioon between thhe transmitted wind power and
th
he line’s amppacity increasee, as well as the effect off the
wind
w
plant discconnection, affter 10 PM.

Fig.13 – D
DLR ampacity inncrease on the critical
c
sector
of C
Corgas-Falagueeira transmission line.

Line Code
C

1089

2164
4

2170

21773

TSO’s
T
STR cap
pacity [MVA]

153
256
67%
8.2
1

804
1872
2
133%
%
9.1
79

434
728
68%
8.6
8

4344
5355
23%
%
4.11
3

DLR capacity [M
MVA]
Increase ampacitty [%]
Wind Speed [m
m/s]
Angle Direction
n [°]

Winter
(7 PM)

In
n general, th
he results obbtained with DLR for the
t
sccenarios used in the Portuuguese case study
s
showedd a
po
ositive and strrong increase in the ampaccity of the linees,
when
w
compared
d to the nominnal SLR approach. Howeveer,
ass highlighted by
b in the resullts of Table III, the additionnal
dy
ynamic ampacity varies oon wide range and shows a
strrong dependence of the inccident angle of the wind, wiith
th
he maximum (and
(
atypical) increase expeerienced by line
21
164, which iss experiencingg an angle of 79º deg, thhus
almost perpend
dicular. Thatt strong depeendence of the
t
in
ncident angle of the wind - a meteorological parametter
veery difficult to
o forecast accuurately using both mesoscaale
an
nd CFD mo
odels - recom
mmends great care in its
ap
pplication wheen applying D
DLR to comp
plex terrains. To
T
reeinforce this statement Fig. 14 representss a daily profi
file
off a line’s amp
pacity togethe
her with the wind
w
speed annd
an
ngle of inciden
nce of the winnd on the transsmission line.

Figure 14 – DLR
R dependence on the direction of the local winnd
speed and its angle of incideence to the transmission line.

Sw
weden: Whille there werre some chaallenges in the
t
prrogramming of
o the protecction system for DLR, the
t
ov
verall experien
nce in Swedenn has showed positive trendds.
Overall DLR implementaation comes with certaain
ch
hallenges, wh
hen integratingg monitoring devices to the
t
grrid, however the economi
mic analysis shows
s
financiial
beenefits for thee producer off using DLR for connectinng
wind
w
parks to the grid. Foor the grid owner
o
there are
a
beenefits, but also disadvantaages because of
o higher lossses
an
nd more new equipment
e
to maintain. Alsso these system
ms
arre new for the operatinng staff and
d can lead to
misunderstandi
m
ng and unplannned outages.

When implementing DLR and connecting additional DLR
devices to the grid it is important to adjust the protection
system to the new needs. The DSO experience tells us that
the installation challenge often lies not in the installation
of the DLR device itself, but in the triggering the control
and protection system to communicate with new
technology.
On the positive side is the long term investment plan for
wind farms. Since building new lines for integration of
wind farms is associated with high investment costs,
offering additional capacity of the existing lines as the
primary grid connection becomes an economically
effective solution. In the case of the Swedish DSO, the
predicted curtailment of the wind farm was calculated to
be only about 8 hours per year, due to line ampacity issues,
plus additional hours due to non-DLR related issues, such
as maintenance.
Germany: In Germany a lot of expensive down regulations
of wind power plants are necessary to keep the electrical
grid stable as it is not able to transport the energy [17].
With the results shown it is very likely that using DLR
reduces the amount of down regulations. Besides the
method discussed here also methods looking at the whole
grid at once instead of transmission lines are under
investigation in Germany. Another approach called
ASTROSE® measures the inclination of the transmission
line and determines from that the conductor temperature.
The operational use of DLR techniques is increasing.
United States: Weather data was collected over a yearlong span and used to calculate the DLR ampacity for a
mountainous region. The data was coupled with CFD
results to provide corrections to account for terrain effects
causing slow wind speeds. It was shown for this particular
instance that not account for local wind fields could cause
a significant change in the ampacity headroom of the
transmission line.
In fact, without accounting for the local slow-down of
wind speeds due to the terrain, the DLR calculations can
significantly over-predict the headroom available on the
transmission line. This effect occurred in US case study for
all 5 line segments, with the most dramatic effect
occurring with the segment-68 line. This is due to the high
wind speed recorded at this location at the top of a ridge,
while several associated midpoints are in a valley where
much lower wind speeds occur.
To summarize, Table III presents a synthesis of the
modelling approaches used by Portugal, Sweden, Germany
and United States, to apply the case the four case studies
presented and described in this paper IEA Task 25 as well
as the maximum added ampacity observed by using a DLR
approach.
Table III. Summary of the approaches and results of DLR
application for four IEA Task 25 countries case studies.
DLR
Method
Pt

CIGRE+IEEE

Se

CIGRE

Ge

CIGRE

US

IEEE

Meteo
data
Historic
+mesoscale
Historic
+mesoscale
Historic
+mesoscale
Historic
+CFD

Case study
tipology

Added
ampac.

Max.added
ampacity[%]

Numerical

Yes

68/133

Hybrid

Yes

40/156

Experimental

Yes

56

Hybrid

Yes

n.a.

6. FINAL REMARKS
The results presented in this paper are based on
independently constructed case studies from four IEA
Wind Task 25 countries: Portugal, Sweden, Germany and
United States.
These countries have developed and applied similar
methodologies - using CIGRE and/or IEEE approaches to assess the dynamic ampacity of the transmission lines
under study. Although there are some differences in the
identification of the electric line’s critical sectors (or “hot
spots”) all the results are coherent and in accordance to
previous research by indicating an interesting potential
(both technical and economic) in the application of the
dynamic line rating, especially for operational purposes,
when integrating VRE generation, characterized by very
low average capacity factors of the connecting electric
lines. For the design of new transmission lines, a
conventional static approach of the network is still
privileged, unless a high penetration of VRE is planned
within a region served by constant and strong wind
regimes.
It should be highlighted that there are some risks
associated with DLR applications. Great care is
recommended when assessing the improvement that DLR
can bring to specific systems, especially when located in
complex terrain regions. Long lines in complex terrains
may experience sharp (and fast) variations in the weather
conditions that strongly affect its ampacity when in DLR
operation. Since the wind velocity parameters (both
horizontal speed and direction) are strongly dependent on
local surface and orographic conditions, it is likely that in
complex terrain some sections of the lines lie in valleys,
shadowed from the major convective and cooling effects
of the wind and heated by the solar irradiation during the
warmer hours of the day, that consequently do not
experience improvement of their transmission capacity
by weather dynamic effects. That limitation may be
addressed by a careful use of CFD detailed models, a
deep knowledge of the terrain, both associated with realtime monitoring of the weather conditions and
temperature of the electric lines.
Another aspect was pointed out by the Swedish case
study: the operation of protections for DLR networks is
challenging and needs to be designed with great care.
In overall, hybrid systems, using both numerical and
experimental approaches - as the one presented in Fig. 3
appear to be the most encouraging nowadays.
Notwithstanding eventual risks, the approach of
dynamically rating the ampacity of overhead
transmission lines is a promising area, both economic and
technically for optimizing the use of existing overhead
transmission lines. Its application may also be considered
when designing new electric lines in regions with large
penetration of VRE, particularly wind energy.
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